
C-FIRMA™ VITAMIN C
DAY SERUM

 

This protein moisturizer
combines signal peptides,
growth factors, supportive

amino acids, and pygmy
waterlily for immediate

improvement in the
the appearance of skin’s tone,

texture, and firmness 

A super-potent vitamin C
day serum packed with a

powerful antioxidant
complex and fruit

enzymes to firm and
brighten the appearance of

skin while improving the
signs of photoaging.

DRUNK ELEPHANT
CHEAT SHEET 

Monthly Email Newsletter curated by Erica Kaine

T.L.C. FRAMBOOS™ GLYCOLIC
RESURFACING NIGHT SERUM

 
A newsletter is a regularly distributed

publication that is generally about one
main topic of interest to its

subscribers. Newspapers and leaflets
are types of newsletters. For example,

newsletters 

PROTINI™ POLYPEPTIDE
MOISTURIZER
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PROTINI™ POWERPEPTIDE
RESURFACING SERUM

 

VIRGIN MARULA
LUXURY FACE OIL 

 

B-HYDRA™ INTENSIVE
HYDRATION SERUM

 

Virgin Marula Oil is like
rehab for your skin. Rich in

critical antioxidants and
omegas 6 and 9, Marula
nourishes and balances

while restoring a youthful
glow and remains in its

purest form.

A cool drink of water
for thirsty skin. This

ultra-hydrating serum
replenishes the complexion

and improves the look of
skin tone and texture.

This mega-strength serum
combines skin-fortifying
signal peptides, growth

factors, and amino acids
with lactic acid for a

dramatic improvement in
the appearance of skin’s
texture, tone, radiance,

and bounce.



T.L.C. SUKARI
BABYFACIAL™

 

BESTE™ NO. 9 JELLY
CLEANSER

 
 

This cooling, quenching
overnight mask plumps and
restores with an electrolyte

cocktail while helping to
strengthen the skin's acid

mantle
 

An innovative jelly cleanser
that removes all traces of

makeup, excess oil,
pollution, and any other

grime from the day.

 Babyfacial™ is a
pro-quality AHA/BHA

“facial” that resurfaces to
reveal greater clarity,

improved skin texture and
tone, and a more

youthful-looking radiance.
 

 F-BALM™
ELECTROLYTE

WATERFACIAL MASK
 

 



PROTINI™ POWERPEPTIDE
RESURFACING SERUM

 

VIRGIN MARULA
LUXURY FACE OIL 

 Virgin Marula Oil is like
rehab for your skin. Rich in

critical antioxidants and
omegas 6 and 9, Marula
nourishes and balances

while restoring a youthful
glow and remains in its

purest form.

This mega-strength serum
combines skin-fortifying
signal peptides, growth

factors, and amino acids
with lactic acid for a

dramatic improvement in
the appearance of skin’s
texture, tone, radiance,

and bounce.

A-PASSIONI™ RETINOL
CREAM

A-Passioni™ is a
cutting-edge formula that

combines 1.0% vegan
retinol with nourishing,

superfood-rich ingredients
to dramatically diminish

the appearance of fine
lines, deep wrinkles, and

sun damage



MORNING
after cleansing skin, apply one pump of C-Firma, one pump B-hydra, and 2
drops of Marula oil

NIGHT
Remove makeup with Micro-cellar Water prior to cleansing to prevent
getting makeup and dirt into pores, one pump of Framboos, one pump of
B-Hydra, 2 drops of marula oil 

Mix a pea sized amount of A-passoni withone pump of Protini 

Mix a few drops of Marula oil with the Babyfacial to ease tingling 
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